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GOLD SPONSOR 

 
http://www.securecommunications-airbusds.com/  
 
Airbus are world leaders in providing global fixed and mobile secure communication services to governments, 
militaries and security forces. Indeed, as the world’s number one private-sector military communications provider, we 
deliver the flexibility, resiliency and security required by demanding customers for all communications applications, 
whether they’re land, airborne or naval. 
 
 
 

 
 
https://www.amulethotkey.com 
 
Amulet Hotkey are a UK manufacturer of PCoIP computer remoting technology for use on secure networks. Within 
our product range we have the only UK Government and NATO certified PCoIP zero clients. Ideal technology for 
deployed systems and accessing classified systems without the data ever leaving the secure datacentre. 
 
 
 
 

 
 
GOLD SPONSOR 

 
https://aws.amazon.com/government-education/  
  
Amazon Web Services (AWS) Worldwide Public Sector helps government, education, and nonprot customers deploy 
cloud services to reduce costs, drive eciencies, and increase innovation across the globe. With AWS, you only pay 
for what you use, with no up-front physical infrastructure expenses or long-term commitments. 
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http://www.area.it/  
 
AREA is the Italian leading technology Industry and provider of Unconventional Communication and IP Info-
Intelligence solutions. AREA provides an “end to end” Dual Use InfoIntelligence solution for HLS/HLD scenarios; 
satisfying Government Agencies’ need to securely and effectively gather precious information to contrast menaces to 
Citizen’s security and prevent digital attacks. 
 
 
 
 

 
GOLD SPONSOR 

 
https://www.authentic8.com/  
 
Authentic8 delivers a remote browser called Silo, used commercially and across the DoD and IC for open source data 
collection and secure web access. Silo executes all web code in a secure, cloud-based container, with tools for 
misattribution, data capture, and storage -- helping civilian and military users complete their mission. 
 
 
 

 
 

GOLD SPONSOR 

 
https://bechtle.com  
 
Bechtle AG is one of Europe’s leading IT providers, with some 70 systems integrators in Germany, Austria and 
Switzerland as well as e-commerce subsidiaries in 14 European countries. Founded in 1983, the company is 
headquartered in the southern German town of Neckarsulm and currently employs over 10,000 people. Bechtle 
provides more than 70,000 customers from the industrial, trade, financial and public sectors with a comprehensive, 
vendor-neutral portfolio that covers all aspects of IT infrastructure and operation. Bechtle is listed in the MDAX and 
TecDAX indexes. In 2018, the Bechtle Group generated a revenue of approximately 4.3 billion euros.  
 
 

 
http://biosecgroup.com  
 
BioSec Group Ltd. has been developing on palm vein recognition based biometrical solutions since 2009. Besides 
providing physical and IT security solutions, BioSec ensures customized solutions for clients. 
 
 
 

 
 
https://www.bluvector.io/  
 
BluVector’s capability is revolutionizing cyber security. We have the only patented AI technology to detect 100% of all 
network traffic and find advanced malware threats before a breach. We operate at wire speed, with 99+% accuracy, 
and enable your security analysts to Get Ahead of the Threat. 
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GOLD SPONSOR 

 
https://www.cgi.com/en/government/defense-intelligence  
 
CGI is a global service provider for IT and business processes. We were founded in 1976 and have a total of 74,000 
employees at 400 locations in 40 countries. We are on-site for our customers - with IT and business consulting, 
systems integration, outsourcing services and intellectual property at a top level. 
 
 
 

 
 
https://www.cmre.nato.int/  
 
Directed by Dr Catherine Warner, the Centre for Maritime Research and Experimentation (CMRE) is an executive 
body of NATO's Science and Technology Organization (STO), an established, world-class scientific research and 
experimentation facility that organizes and conducts scientific research and technology development, centred on the 
maritime domain, delivering innovative and field tested Science & Technology (S&T) solutions to address defence 
and security needs of the Alliance. 
 
 

 
https://codancomms.com/  
 
Codan Communications is a leading international designer and manufacturer of premium communications solutions. 
We deliver our capability worldwide for the military, defence, peacekeeping, humanitarian, commercial, security and 
public safety markets – deploying our solutions in more than 100 countries. 
 
 
 

 
 
http://www.compusult.com 
 
Compusult is a diversied company with over 34 years of experience in software development and is a leading 
provider of geospatial software solutions. Compusult’s flagship product, Web Enterprise Suite, is a complete, end-to-
end system providing standards-based geospatial interoperability and one of the most comprehensive data discovery 
and management solutions available. 
 
 

 
https://www.dencrypt.dk/ 
 
Dencrypt A/S is a Danish company, specialising in developing and providing solutions based on the principle of 
Dynamic Encryption, which was invented and patented by Professor Lars Ramkilde Knudsen of the Technical 
University of Denmark. 
Dencrypt was established to enable everyone to communicate in confidence. Dencrypt combines advanced 
encryption technology with user-friendly operation. 
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http://www.euro-sd.com 
 
The future of thought leadership - Knowledge-Based Influence (KBI) – see www.euro-sd.com 
Versatile, focussed, top-level, specialist publication of Mittler Report Verlag, Bonn, Germany. 15,000+ subscribers, 8 
issues annually. 
Subordinate fortnightly newsletter:  ESD Spotlight, (2015), distribution ca. 20,000.  
Sister magazines: see www.mittler-report.de. ESD:  INTELLIGENCE FOR THE INTELLIGENT™ 
 
 
 

         

SUSTAINING PARTNER          

https://www.gdit.com/  

As a trusted systems integrator for more than 50 years, General Dynamics Information Technology provides 

information technology (IT), systems engineering, professional services and simulation and training to customers in 

the defense, federal civilian government, health, homeland security, intelligence, state and local government and 

commercial sectors. Headquartered in Falls Church, VA., with major offices worldwide, the company delivers IT 

enterprise solutions, manages large-scale, mission-critical IT programs and provides mission support services.  

 

 
https://cloud.google.com/ 
 
Google is a trusted technology partner who understands how to help agencies transition from legacy architectures 
and utilize their data to fuel true mission success. Google Cloud Platform provides cloud-native infrastructure with 
layered security, machine learning and analytics at web-scale to rapidly innovate and advance agency goals. 

 
 
 

 
 

GOLD SPONSOR 

 
https://www.hpe.com/be/en/home.html  
 
Hewlett Packard Enterprise is a global technology leader focused on developing intelligent solutions that allow 
customers to capture, analyze and act upon data seamlessly from edge to cloud. HPE enables customers to 
accelerate business outcomes by driving new business models, creating new customer and employee experiences, 
and increasing operational efficiency today and into the future. 
 
 
 

 

SUSTAINING PARTNER          

https://www.ibm.com/industries/government 

IBM is a leading cloud platform and cognitive solutions company. Restlessly reinventing since 1911, we are the 

largest technology and consulting employer in the world, with more than 380,000 employees serving clients in 170 

countries. With Watson, the AI platform for business, powered by data, we are building industry-based solutions to 

real-world problems. 

http://www.euro-sd.com/
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https://www.hpe.com/be/en/home.html
https://www.ibm.com/industries/government


 

 
 

GOLD SPONSOR 

 
https://www.isode.com  
 
Isode supplies software for military messaging and instant messaging over both standard and constrained network 
(HF/SatCom) links. Products include email using ACP126/127/128, STANAG 4406 and CFTP/BFEM standards, 
instant messaging and multi-user chat using the XMPP protocol and gateways between incompatible messaging 
systems. 
 
 
 

 
 
https://www.kongsberg.com  
 
KONGSBERG is an international technology group that delivers advanced and reliable solutions to improve safety, 
security and performance in complex operations and under extreme conditions. KONGSBERG is a leading supplier of 
advanced products and systems spanning from underwater to surface, land and air to space.  
 
 

 
 
https://www.lainternational.com/  
 
LA International is the leading provider of security cleared Technical and Project/Programme Management personnel 
into NATO environments.  We provide an agile range of services including deploying individual personnel, delivering 
whole teams of experts, and supporting large scale NATO Frameworks that require signicant volumes of high quality, 
security cleared, multilingual specialists. 
 
 
 

 
 
GOLD SPONSOR 

 
https://www.mcri.com/global  
 

 
MCR is an ISO 9001 and CCMI Level 3 certified company with over 40 years’ experience in providing government 
defence agencies and international institutions with solutions to their programme, project, and organisational 
challenges. We have been supporting NATO for over 20 years at NCI Agency, NAGSMA, NAPMA, NSPA, ACT and 
ACO. 
 
 
 

 
 
GOLD SPONSOR 

 
http://www.microsoft.com  
 
Microsoft enables digital transformation for the era of an intelligent cloud and an intelligent edge. Its mission is to 
empower every person and every organization on the planet to achieve more. 
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http://www.monch.com  
 
Mönch throughout the world Military Technology is part of Mönch magazines which cover the world. The focus of 
these publications is defence and defence technology. Mönch magazines enjoy financial autonomy and offer 
longevity, editorial independence and are available in 5 different languages – each with specific national, regional 
and/or global coverage, and its own editorial staff. 
 
 

 
https://www.netapp.com 
 
NetApp is the data authority for hybrid cloud. We provide a full range of hybrid cloud data services that simplify 
management of applications and data across cloud and on-premises environments to accelerate digital 
transformation. Unleash the full potential of your data. For more information, visit www.netapp.com. #DataDriven 
 

 
https://networks.nokia.com/industries/public-sector/defense 
 
We create the technology to connect the world. Powered by the innovation of Nokia Bell labs, we serve 
communications service providers, government, large enterprises, with the industry's most complete, end-to-end 
portfolio. We adhere to the highest ethical standards and enable the infrastructure for 5G and the internet of Things. 
 
 

 
NETWORKING RECEPTION SPONSOR 

 
https://www.oracle.com/index.html  
 
Leading the cloud. From intelligent business apps to infrastructure, we deliver tomorrow’s emerging technologies 
today. The Oracle Cloud offers a complete suite of integrated 
applications for Sales, Service, Marketing, Human Resources, Finance, Supply Chain and Manufacturing, plus 
Highly-Automated and Secure Generation 2 Infrastructure featuring 
the Oracle Autonomous Database. 
 
 
 

 
GOLD SPONSOR 

 
http://www.polycom.com/federal 
 
Poly is the global communications company that powers authentic human collaboration. Face to face, we sort 
millions of verbal and non-verbal clues to glean meaning. We offer new ways to bring that same connection into 
the audio and video experiences we rely on every day. Poly makes modern collaboration beautifully human. 
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https://www.pwc.de/  
 
Building a trusting and cooperative relationship with our clients is particularly important to us – the better we know 
and understand our clients’ needs, the more effectively we can support them. PwC. More than 11,000 dedicated 
people at 21 locations. €2.2 billion in turnover. The leading auditing and consulting firm in Germany.  
Strategy& is PwC’s global strategy consulting business. Every day we are building the winning systems that are at 
the heart of growth. We combine our powerful foresight with tangible know-how, technology, and scale to help you 
create a better, more transformative strategy from day one. 
 
 
 

 
 
https://radionor.no/  
 
Radionor Communications is a supplier of tactical broadband data links with unmatched range and stability. Based on 
phased array antennas, the data links are ideal for high-mobility applications. The technology has been proven to 
offer unique performance for tactical operations for manned and unmanned aircrafts, vessels, vehicles and man-
carried equipment. 
 
 
 

 
 
GOLD SPONSOR 

 
http://www.rohde-schwarz.com 
 
Rohde & Schwarz develops, produces and markets innovative communications, information and security products for 
industry and government customers. The independent technology group focuses on test and measurement, 
broadcast and media, aerospace / defense / security and networks and cybersecurity. Founded 85 years ago, Rohde 
& Schwarz has an extensive sales and service network in more than 70 countries. 
 
 
 

 
GOLD SPONSOR 

 
https://saab.com  
 
Saab has been supporting NATO nations facing a more dangerous world by supplying leading innovative defence 
and security products and solutions from military defence to civil security to meet the complex challenges of today 
and tomorrow. Saab has operations on every continent, with production facilities in seven NATO member nations 
contributing to local economic growth and employment. 
 
 
 

 
 
http://www.secunet.com/en/  
 
secunet is the leading German IT security provider with a wide range of products and solutions. Highly sensible 
information deserves the highest level of protection: secunet’s product line SINA comprises Gateways, Line 
Encryptors and various mobile Clients suitable for the Defence Sector –approved for communications up to NATO 
SECRET. 
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https://www.secusmart.com/en/home/?ref=1  
 
As a global leader in secure mobile communications, we develop and supply highly secure and encrypted speech 
and data communication solutions. Our SecuSUITE® products help governments, companies and any other 
organisation with the need to make highly secure calls. We analyse infrastructures and implement anti-eavesdropping 
communication solutions into existing systems. We offer comprehensive security services to protect our clients from 
any electronic eavesdropping attack. With SecuSUITE®, your smart devices remain as convenient as ever – but 
benefit from the highest level of security worldwide! 
 
 

 
https://new.siemens.com/global/en.html 
 
Siemens Building Technologies is the leading provider of comprehensive solutions along the entire energy 
conversion chain. Siemens Building Technologies meets Government’s and Ministries energy and environmental 
challenges. Our extensive global portfolio is designed to support NATO landscapes with sustainable and intelligent 
solutions to make military infrastructures more energy efficient. 
 
 

 
 
https://spectra-group.co.uk/  
 
Spectra Group is trusted by the best to deliver mission critical Communications and deployable secure networks. 
SlingShot provides range extension for tactical radios, delivering C2 for dispersed troops. Enabling Beyond Line of 
Sight Communications on the Move for VHF/ UHF radios, SlingShot is redefining tactical communications. 
 
 
 

 
 
magazine-the-european at issue.com 
 
“The European – Security and Defence Union” is a veritable platform for discussions on European Security and 
Defence in all its aspects: civil, military, industrial, political and societal. High level politicians, proven experts and 
industry leaders commenting on developments of strategic, operational and technological relevance. Your tailored 
access to the community. 
 
 
 

 
 
https://www.thinklogical.com/  
 
Thinklogical provides secure fiber-based, multi-classication command and control systems for defence applications 
including C4ISTAR, naval ship’s bridge, VTC and UAV operations. Thinklogical enables instant situational 
awareness, improves cyber security and reduces the insider threat. IA accredited: Common Criteria EAL4, NATO 
NIAPC, TEMPEST and U.S. DoD DISA JITC UC APL 2013. 

https://www.secusmart.com/en/home/?ref=1
https://new.siemens.com/global/en.html
https://spectra-group.co.uk/
https://issuu.com/search?q=the%20european%20-%20Security%20and%20defence%20union
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GOLD SPONSOR 

 
http://www.titus.com  
 
TITUS is a leader in providing solutions that enable businesses to accelerate their adoption of data protection. The 
company’s products enable organisations to discover, classify, protect, analyse and share information. Millions of 
users in over 120 countries trust TITUS to keep their data compliant and secure. 

 
http://www.tovek.com 
 
TOVEK is a Czech company developing software for indexing and analyzing unstructured and structured data. Tovek 
data platform has been developed based on 25 years of experience with the needs of analysts in the investigation, 
intelligence, and security community. It provides methods and technologies for processing any data sources. 

 

 
https://www.tresys.com/  
 
Tresys is a leader and trusted partner in cybersecurity. Our in-depth solutions are vital to helping defense, 
intelligence, government agencies and critical infrastructure customers meet ever-evolving cybersecurity threats. XD 
Guardian is the ONLY US SABI certied Cross Domain Solution that can be exported globally. 

 
https://gotyto.com  
 
Tyto Athene is full-service systems integrator focused on helping clients accelerate their ability to make decisions by 
providing ubiquitous and secure access to enterprise information throughout their operating environment. Tyto 
Athene uses a myriad of technologies, innovative thinking, and proven processes to deliver successful outcomes for 
its clients worldwide. 

 
 
https://wilhelmsen.com/wgs  
 
Tailor-made logistics support solutions for complex operations in challenging environments worldwide.  
HOBS (Host Nation Ordering and Billing System). 
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